We present recursive algorithms for finding the inverse of any nonsingular square matrix and in particular a positive definite symmetric (PDS) matrix through single bordering and double bordering and obtain the operational counts for these algorithms comparing them with the existing methods, we ultimately establish that inversion by our double bordering is much superior to Cholesky and single bordering methods in the case of PDS and CSP (centrosymmetric, symmetric and positive definite) matrices.
Introduction
Single bordering of a matrix is a partition along a row and a column on the border. In the case of a (PDS) matrix of order n the resulting submatrix of order (n-1) by single bordering remains PDS. Using this property we derive recursion methods for obtaining the inverse of a given PDS matrix by finding the inverses lower order matrices. Single bordering does not inherit the property of centrosymmetriy for submatrices. However, if we remove the first and last row as well as the first and last columns of a centrosymmetric (symmetric) matrix, the resultant submatrix of order (n-2) remains centrosymmetric (symmetric). This type of partition called double bordering also provides recursive methods for finding the inversion of submatrices starting from the center.
Motivated by these ideas we make detailed investigations of inversion methods involving single and double bordering for inversion of PDS and CSP matrices. When a square matrix A is PDS, all the leading minors are PDS and hence all these are nonsingular. Thus the inversion of A is guaranteed. For computational purposes, all the entries of a PDS matrix need not be stored. Further, the operational count reduces substantially. If A is a nonsingular matrix of order n, then there exists an elementary matrix B such that all the the leading principal minors of AB are nonsingular. 
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Operational Count for A -1 when A is a general matrix
The total number S of arithmetic operations required for computation of 1 n A ! recursively is given by 2 3 1) n(n n S + + = 2.2 A recursive algorithm for finding A -1 when A is PDS matrix of order n.
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Operational Count for A -1
The total number S of arithmetic operations Required for computation of 
Double bordering
The double bordered form of a matrix of order n is given by [1] Step 1: Let
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For i = n, we obtain 
Inversion of a PDS matrix
When R is a PDS matrix of order n, then we deduce from Theorem 3. 
Recursive algorithm for finding R -1
Step 1: Let
Operational Count for R -1 when R is PDS
The total number S of arithmetic operations required for finding 
Recursive algorithm for finding R -1 when R is a CSP matrix
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